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ABSTRACT

Optical techniques for measuring airdata parameters have been demonstrated with promising results on high-performance fighter aircraft. These systems can measure the airspeed vector, and some are not as dependent on special in-flight calibration processes as current systems. Optical concepts for measuring freestream static temperature and density are feasible for in-flight applications. The best feature of these concepts is that the airdata measurements are obtained nonintrusively, and for the most part well into the freestream region of the flow field about the aircraft. Current requirements for measuring airdata at high angle of attack, and future need to measure the same information at hypersonic flight conditions place strains on existing techniques. Optical technology advances show outstanding potential for application in future programs and promise to make common use of optical concepts a reality. This paper summarizes results from several flight-test programs and identifies the technology advances required to make optical airdata techniques practical.

INTRODUCTION

This document is an overview of recent test results of optically based airdata measurement. As background for the overview, the measurement problem is defined, existing techniques are assessed, and the shortcomings are identified. Four different activities involving the flight testing of optical airdata measurement techniques are reviewed and conclusions are developed. In summary, conclusions are drawn and technology advances are identified that will be needed to bring optical airdata sensing into common, everyday use for military and commercial applications.

THE MEASUREMENT PROBLEM

Reference freestream airdata is important in flight testing and in flight operations for many reasons. The correlation of wind tunnel and flight-test results relies on freestream airdata for comparison. Most aerodynamic flight data obtained from different aircraft or from the same aircraft on different flights must be normalized using freestream airdata as the normalizing term. Flight research demands high-quality data and for this reason, the airdata information in research situations must be accurate. In many flight-control systems, airdata is used as a scaling factor and must therefore be highly robust to assure reliable flight vehicle operation. Acquiring airdata for hypersonic flight is difficult. Conventional pressure-based airdata sensing is impractical because of the extreme environment. Because of the important role that it plays in flight research and in operational control of aircraft systems, much effort is expended to obtain accurate, repeatable, and reliable airdata.

To identify the freestream situation, the following parameters must be known:

Airspeed - this vector quantity is most often specified by the airspeed magnitude with two flow direction angles as follows:

Flow angles defined in Fig. 1 as:

Angle of attack \((\alpha)\) = \(\arctan (u/V)\)
Angle of sideslip ($\beta$) - $\arcsin \left( \frac{u}{v} \right)$

Ambient conditions - also termed freestream conditions. Defines the atmospheric conditions found outside the locally disturbed flow field that extends some distance from the flight vehicle.

Figure 1 illustrates the aircraft-referenced coordinate system used for the definition of flow direction angles. The airspeed vector is defined by the magnitude and direction of the aircraft motion relative to the atmosphere.

The ideal gas law requires that two of the three parameters be defined that comprise the ambient conditions (density, temperature, and pressure) in the gas equation of state. Other applications may require the measurement of other freestream parameters such as turbulence or gas constituents. Traditionally, the measured parameters have been pressure and temperature, primarily because these are relatively easy to measure with conventional temperature sensors and pressure transducers. Density traditionally has been difficult to measure directly and has not seen widespread use as a part of the ambient set of measurements.

Conventional measurements are obtained from within the disturbed local flow field and thus are subject to the effects of this field. The difficulty of measuring airdata in flight is partially illustrated in Fig. 2, which shows the effects of a moving object on the local flow field. This effect disturbs the local flow direction and the ambient condition measurements.

Fig. 1 The airspeed information set.
The aircraft motion creates a compression region in front of the aircraft and modified flow direction around the vehicle, both of which create disturbances in the ambient local pressure field. Surface static pressure orifice locations must be carefully selected to reduce local flow effects (termed position error). These local flow effects may cause the pressure measured at the static pressure orifice to be higher or lower than the true ambient pressure. Vehicle flow direction angles (angle of attack and angle of sideslip) as well as Mach number influence the correction factors that must be applied to the pressure measurements to account for the local flow effects. Total pressure is affected by the local flow field.

Distortions in the direction of the local flow (streamline) as it moves around the flight vehicle cause errors in the measurement of flow direction. These effects are most pronounced at high-angle-of-attack conditions that usually occur at low dynamic pressure situations. In this environment, the flow direction measurement vanes are deeply submerged into the circulating flow about the body of the aircraft and are measuring the local flow field direction at the vane location instead of at the desired freestream conditions.

Temperature measurements are affected by the local flow effects, and other measurement problems make acquiring quality temperature data difficult. When air temperature is measured from a solid surface, the flow has been brought to rest (relative to the aircraft) on the surface of the measurement element. The flow velocity change from the freestream static state causes the measured air temperature to be increased. Static temperature provides the desired ambient state information, but because of the physical situation, a temperature above the ambient value is what is measured from a moving aircraft using an immersion sensor.

The ideal of measuring static temperature is never achieved using conventional techniques. The parameter that is most closely duplicated is total or stagnation temperature. Many other effects impact the temperature measurement, which is affected by thermal radiation errors, the presence of moisture, heat transfer coefficients, and flow effects at the surface of the measurement element. The difficulties in measuring temperature are compounded as the flight vehicle velocity increases.

All airdata measurements are made more difficult at high-angle-of-attack conditions and at high-speed flight conditions. For situations requiring accuracy, the pressure-based and temperature measurement techniques must be calibrated for local flow field effects. These difficulties could be eliminated if the measurements could be obtained outside the local flow field.
EXISTING METHODS AND LIMITATIONS

For many years, the preferred research airdata measurement technique for high-performance applications has been an airdata boom attached to the nose of the aircraft. This boom includes orifices from which pressures are obtained to show total (or stagnation) air pressure and static air pressure. As shown in Fig. 3, this boom has self aligning measurement vanes which measure components of the flow direction.

Calibrated measurements from an airdata boom are satisfactory for most research applications for aircraft situations where \( \alpha < 20^\circ \) and \( M < 3.3 \). Calibration for the error in ambient pressure measurement (position error) is performed as a function of Mach number and angle of attack using the tower fly-by technique for subsonic conditions and radar comparisons for supersonic flight regimes. Well-calibrated boom measurements provide data accuracy of \( M = 0.003 \). Calibrating airdata boom systems is a time consuming and expensive process that must be done for each new aircraft requiring research-quality measurements.

For flight conditions above \( \alpha = 20^\circ \), the local flow conditions at the airdata boom location become increasingly complex. As the angle between the local flow direction and the boom axis increases, the flow conditions near the pressure orifices become less well-defined. These flow distortions affect total, static, and temperature measurements and at low dynamic pressure, airspeed is particularly sensitive to these effects. Poor pressure recovery at the total pressure orifice contributes to this measurement sensitivity. Figure 4 illustrates a modified airdata boom designed to swivel the total pressure orifice into the local streamline to improve pressure recovery.

Another difficulty with the airdata boom, revealed by flight research at high angle of attack, is that the boom disturbs the flow across the nose of high-performance aircraft. The vehicle flight characteristics are altered by the presence of an airdata boom. Figure 5 shows a flush airdata system (FADS) designed to measure flow direction, Mach number, and ambient pressure from multiple orifices on the vehicle nose and to eliminate the flow disturbance caused by the airdata boom. The FADS has been used successfully to measure airdata parameters, including measurements on the F-18 High Alpha Research Vehicle (HARV). The FADS eliminates the need for an airdata boom on the nose of the aircraft at the expense of an extensive calibration process which uses an airdata boom on each wingtip.

For flight conditions in the region of \( M = 3 \) and above, conventional airdata booms would not
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Fig. 4 Swiveling head airdata boom.
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Fig. 5 Flush airdata system.

A system similar to FADS (called the Q-ball) was used on the X-15 research vehicle to measure hypersonic airdata up to $M = 6.7$. While the FADS uses a fixed orifice arrangement, the Q-ball used a moveable, ported spherical nose in a pressure-nulling concept. Experience has shown that as Mach number increases, the ambient pressure becomes much harder to obtain. The FADS will be used for future high Mach number flight applications such as the Pegasus® program.

Flight research vehicles are typically equipped with a commercial airborne thermometer that provides a measure of total (or stagnation) temperature. With this measurement, it is possible to compute airspeed as a derived parameter if accurate Mach number is available. Figure 3 shows a total temperature sensor. The accurate measure of total temperature becomes increasingly difficult as Mach number increases. Conduction-related errors in temperature sensors propagate as the first power of the temperature difference, while radiation errors propagate as the fourth power. One or more radiation shields are often used to reduce the radiation errors particularly for sensors designed for high-temperature measurements.

RECENT TEST RESULTS OF OPTICAL SYSTEMS

The systems used in the flight-test programs described here were designed to evaluate and demonstrate new airdata measurement concepts. For this reason, the hardware comprising each system was substantially larger than would be the case for an operational system for a high-performance aircraft.

DOPPLER AIRSPEED SENSOR

DOPPLER AIRSPEED SENSOR FLIGHT TEST

A Doppler airspeed sensor system was tested on an F-16 aircraft. The purpose of the test was to

©Pegasus is a registered trademark of Orbital Sciences Corp., Fairfax, Virginia.
demonstrate and evaluate a Doppler airspeed measurement system under actual flight operational conditions and to compare with system performance predictions. The flight envelope extended up to 15200-m altitude with flight velocities up to 283 m/sec. Angle of attack ranged from -10 to +16° and angle of sideslip covered the range from -10 to +10°. A variety of atmospheric weather conditions was encountered, ranging from clear air through light rain. The system was tested on 18 flights in the Doppler velocimeter test program. The aircraft airdata system was used as the airspeed reference for the tests, although this information was not corrected (calibrated) for systematic errors such as upwash, sidewash, or static position errors that are a function of flow angle and Mach number.

DOPPLER AIRSPEED SENSOR SYSTEM DESCRIPTION A small percentage of a laser light beam directed through a particulate-rich region is reflected (scattered) back to the light source. The light backscattered from a beam of laser light has a frequency that is Doppler shifted from the transmitted frequency by an amount directly proportional to the relative velocity between the laser transmitter and the surrounding atmosphere. Figure 6 shows the Doppler velocimeter concept in operation. A carbon dioxide laser was split into three component beams to provide the particle illumination. The laser operated at a wavelength of 10.59 μm in a continuous wave mode. The backscattered signals were mixed with the respective transmitted signals in three interferometers to generate the Doppler information. This information was then detected by the cryogenically cooled detectors. The detector outputs were analyzed in surface acoustic wave analyzers that transformed the signal into a frequency spectrum. One hundred twenty-eight different signal spectra were averaged to select the strongest backscattered frequency for further analysis. Digital processing of the spectral signals transformed the velocity components along the three beams into resolved components suitable for calculating angle of attack and angle of sideslip. Data were provided 64 times per second for each output parameter. The three beams were projected forward and downward and focused at a standoff distance of 20 m from the aircraft (well into the freestream). The system was housed in an envelope identical with the standard F-16 centerline tank as shown in Fig. 7. The system occupied a volume of approximately .26 m³.

DOPPLER SYSTEM SENSOR PERFORMANCE AND CONCLUSIONS Figures 8 and 9 show typical test results for low flight altitudes. As indicated in Fig. 8, excellent agreement was obtained between airspeed measurements derived from the Doppler sensor and the aircraft pressure-based system. The Doppler airspeed sensor has a frequency response that extends beyond that of the pressure-based system. The details of the differences between the systems may be the result of small gusts not visible in the pressure-based system response. Angle-of-attack reference measurements were obtained from

![Doppler laser velocimeter concept](image)
an airdata boom and as indicated in Fig. 9, excellent agreement was also obtained between this reference and the sensor. As noted earlier, small differences may be the result of dissimilar system frequency response. The aircraft reference data is uncalibrated and a substantial part of the data offset may be the result of systematic errors in the F-16 reference systems.

The data analyzed represent 633 min of flight time ranging in altitude from sea level to 12200 m. Of this total, 258 min (41 percent) was classified as good. Figure 10 summarizes the performance of the Doppler velocimeter sensor relative to the operating altitude. Operation was “good” (solid horizontal bars) when all three channels were locked on to aerosol signals or “partial” (partially shaded horizontal bars) when only one or two channels were providing reliable data. System operation showed substantially improved performance at lower altitudes. Evidence shows that sufficient particle availability at an appropriate size and number density contributed to satisfactory system operation. The presence of light cirrus clouds between 7900 and 12200 m allowed intermittent operation in this...
Fig. 9 Typical Doppler angle-of-attack data from flight test.

Fig. 10 Doppler velocimeter altitude performance histogram.

region of the flight envelope. The system performed well (better than in clear air) in inclement weather conditions ranging up to and including light rainfall. The largest limitation is the inability of the system to operate reliably with the existing natural density of particles at certain altitudes of the flight envelope.

The system accuracy over the range of good operation was respectable. The $1 - \sigma$ standard deviation of the difference between aircraft reference and optical data sources is summarized as follows.
The conclusions from the CO₂ laser-based Doppler airspeed system testing can be summarized as follows:

1. A three-axis CO₂ laser-based Doppler airspeed system can sustain operation in a high-performance fighter aircraft under a range of clear and inclement weather conditions. The prototype system demonstrated satisfactory operation on 14 of 18 flights in the program. System performance improved in inclement weather conditions and no special window or system component treatment is required to assure performance in these situations.

2. The correlation is consistent between pneumatic-based airspeed measurements and Doppler airspeed system measurements throughout the observed flight envelope over the region where solid returns were obtained from all three velocity axes. This result, while qualified, is encouraging and suggests that the Doppler airspeed measurement concept is technically sound. It suggests that the system may be used for calibration of conventional favorable atmospheric conditions. New optimized system designs using particle measuring wavelengths more sensitive to the small particles found at high altitudes and in clear atmospheric conditions may well cover the entire flight envelope.

**SHEET-PAIRS AIRSPEED SENSOR**

**SHEET-PAIRS SENSOR FLIGHT TESTS** The sheet-pairs airspeed sensor was flight tested in a NASA F-104 aircraft to evaluate system performance over a flight envelope extending to above 18300-m altitude and $M = 2$ (586 m/sec). The sheet-pairs demonstrator system had been originally built for and was tested in an F-16 aircraft up to altitudes of 15200 m and Mach numbers near 1.2 under a variety of atmospheric conditions. System performance at higher altitudes was needed as well as operation at higher airspeeds to uncover any unexpected anomalies resulting from the natural environment or from inherent system limitations. Atmospheric conditions encountered during the NASA F-104 flight test were mostly clear air conditions but included occasional light cirrus clouds. Some data were obtained from each of 16 flights flown during the program. A highly calibrated airdata system on the F-104 was used as a reference for this series of tests. The system provided outputs of true airspeed, true angle of attack, and true angle of sideslip.

**SHEET-PAIRS SYSTEM DESCRIPTION** The sheet-pairs airspeed system measures the time required for a particle to traverse the distance between two highly focused sheets of light to determine the
particle velocity. Additional sensing planes of light oriented perpendicular to the original set of planes permit the measurement of the three-dimensional velocity vector. Figure 11 shows the sheet-pairs system concept.

Lasers at a wavelength of .810 μm were used and were configured to measure particle passing velocity at a point approximately 1.2 m from the aircraft surface which is still inside the local flow field for most flight vehicles. A set of three sheet-pairs systems is required to measure airspeed in three different (nonorthogonal) directions to obtain the magnitude and direction of the airspeed vector. One sheet pair was oriented to measure the airspeed component nearly parallel to the aircraft longitudinal (x) axis. The other two sheet pairs were arranged to measure vertical and side velocities. The angle-of-attack and angle-of-sideslip flow angles were calculated from the vertical and side components of velocities obtained from the other two sheet pairs. Figure 12 shows the F-104 installation. The sheet pairs are separated by 1 cm as presently configured. The system occupied a volume of approximately 0.1 m³. Data were updated 50 times per second for each output parameter.

The complexity of the backscattered signal from the light sheets requires signal discrimination to derive accurate time-of-flight estimates. Optical spatial and spectral filtering limit the extraneous light permitted inside the detectors. Automatic gain control maintains the sensitivity to particle events approximately constant over the flight envelope. Adaptive threshold adjustment controls the rate of particle event occurrence to match the computational speed of the system and provide the best statistical basis for estimating time-of-flight duration. High-speed digital processing discriminates between noise and real particle events for the subsequent correlation process to match events between the sheet pairs. Figure 13 shows the inferred particle size distribution measured on one flight of the F-104. Particle size distribution was inferred from the individual particle backscattered signal strength. The system uses the strongest backscattered signals available to gather the data set for each measurement. This approach rejects weaker backscattered signals and therefore under-reports smaller particles when the supply of larger particles is adequate. This test was performed shortly before the eruption of the Mt. Pinatubo volcano in the Philippine Islands, so the results show that sufficient particles existed prior to the assumed particle enrichment resulting from this volcanic eruption.

**SHEET-PAIRS SYSTEM PERFORMANCE AND CONCLUSIONS** The flight test was conducted during the summer season and the equipment was subjected to hot environmental conditions beyond the design specifications. This hot environment may have induced premature failures in one or more of the sheet-pair velocity component axes. For this reason, there were only intermittent data obtained from the side velocity pairs and therefore, limited angle of attack or angle of sideslip data available for analysis. Fortunately, the x-axis sheet pair was the most reliable and most of the flight data were obtained from this axis. Figure 14 shows the x-axis data obtained from the flight test and Fig. 15 shows the reference correlation.

There are several conclusions that can be drawn from the flight-test results. These conclusions can be categorized into those associated with the system performance and those related to the natural atmospheric environment that can be implied from the system response to that environment. Except for the conclusion about the natural environment, most of the other conclusions should be considered preliminary, as further system performance assessment is underway and new insights are expected as the result of this activity.

The natural particulate sizes and concentrations were sufficient at the time of these tests for satisfactory system operation up to 18300-m altitude under night flight conditions. That is not to say that this situation would be true for all occasions at the test site or at all global locations. It is expected that system signal-to-noise ratios will be improved to permit more robust operation at 18300 m and to operate at higher altitudes.

The remaining conclusions are related to the system performance characteristics and are as follows:

1. The correlation between pneumatic-based airspeed measurements and sheet-pairs system measurements is reasonably consistent throughout the observed flight envelope. There were some minor velocity measurement anomalies at the higher airspeeds, the source of which is uncertain. Since the variations appear to be repeatable and are found at
Fig. 13 Particle backscattered signal strength as a function of altitude.

Fig. 14 Typical sheet-pairs velocimeter test results.
supersonic flight conditions, the source is most likely a series of shock-induced flow disturbances near the sheet-pair measurement region. Recent data assessment suggests that a system software change may reduce the data scatter at these flight conditions. Figure 15 shows the correlation with the reference velocity.

2. The system can characterize the atmospheric aerosol environment. The intensity of backscattered light from aerosols varies with wavelength, particle size, particle shape, and particle material index of refraction, but is a strong function of particle size. The system shows promise for measuring the particle environment with proper calibration to relate the measured backscattered intensity to particle size. An advantage over existing particle measurement techniques is the improved high particle sample rate capability (as much as three orders of magnitude beyond current samplers). Current samplers have very low frequency response and are of limited use for characterizing the fine structure of atmospheric particulate concentrations from high-speed aircraft.

3. The background lighting conditions strongly influence the system performance. The downward-looking installation in the F-104 caused the background (for normal flight conditions) to be the bright desert floor characteristic of the area around the Dryden facility. This bright background reduced the particle contrast. Inverted flight (where the dark sky became the background) and night flight improved system performance. These results suggest that background control through filtering or other techniques will enhance system performance.

The results of the sheet-pairs sensor flight test on the F-104 clearly show that this measurement concept has promising potential for measuring vehicle airspeed at ranges of about 1 m from the surface of the flight vehicle. Further flight testing and results assessment will suggest avenues for system modifications to improve performance substantially under a broader range of flight conditions. It may be possible to extend the distance of the measurement volume from the surface of the flight vehicle to reduce the local flow field effects.
FLUORESCENCE AND RAYLEIGH SCATTER SENSOR

FLUORESCENCE AND RAYLEIGH SCATTER-BASED AMBIENT TEMPERATURE AND DENSITY SENSOR FLIGHT TESTS Ultraviolet molecular backscatter and oxygen fluorescence have been used to measure atmospheric density and temperature to altitudes of 15200 m during an F-16 flight test. Figure 7 shows the installation location on the F-16. The system acquired flight data by using a flash lamp instead of the more desirable laser source. The results from the oxygen fluorescence would be of much higher quality with a narrow-band laser excitation, but size and power limitations of the aircraft made the high-power laser impractical. The flight tests were conducted to demonstrate and assess the performance of the sensing concept under several ambient lighting conditions (including night illumination). Eighteen flights were conducted during the program.

FLUORESCENCE AND RAYLEIGH SCATTER SENSOR DESCRIPTION Results from laboratory experiments with high-power lasers have suggested a concept for obtaining freestream density and temperature using laser-induced fluorescence and Rayleigh scattering techniques. Air density can be inferred from ultraviolet light backscattered from molecules, or from the strength of fluorescence radiation from excited molecules. Static air temperature is available through the analysis of fluorescence from oxygen molecules, which defines the energy state populations that vary with the temperature of the oxygen molecule. A broad-band ultraviolet flash lamp was used in the sensor to project ultraviolet energy into a probe volume. A sensor channel measures the flash lamp intensity so that any pulse-to-pulse variation of the lamp output may be normalized. Several dichroic mirrors were used to confine the spectral output within the .185- to .200-μm range. Two separate detector channels collect the scattered light from the probe area. One channel observes the Rayleigh scattering in the band of the flash lamp source. Rayleigh scattering is proportional to the number density of the air molecules (and any scattering from particulates in the probe region). The second channel measures the oxygen molecule fluorescence between .220 and .280 μm. This measurement is a function of the temperature and the oxygen molecule number density. These two channels provide two measurements for the two unknown ambient air parameters. One channel extracts density; the second measures combined temperature and density from which density dependence is separated, leaving the temperature. The measurement volume extended to about 3 m from the aircraft and the probe volume diameter was approximately .5 m. The sensor occupied about 0.034 m³ and data updates were provided at 100 per second.

FLUORESCENCE AND RAYLEIGH SCATTER SENSOR PERFORMANCE AND CONCLUSIONS The use of spectral diagnostic techniques in flight applications is at the proof of concept stage of development where demonstrating the relationship between the variables is of prime concern. The flight test included several maneuvers and encounters with atmospheric phenomena, which provided opportunities to observe large variations in either temperature or number density. These situations included rapid climbs and dives, encounters with jet wake turbulence, and flight through weather patterns such as heavy turbulence and cloud formations. Figures 16 and 17 show data obtained during rapid climb and dive maneuvers presented with number density and temperature baseline information to illustrate the correlation.

The correlation between the number density and the fluorescence signal shown in Fig. 16 shows promise for the range investigated. The data shown in this figure would not meet the accuracy or resolution requirements for use in an operational aircraft, but represent a solid beginning which, with improved technology, may lead to an operational sensor in the future. Operational aircraft derive altitude information from the accurate measurement of ambient pressure. Density measurement may also be used to derive altitude, but the results from this test would not provide the required accuracy, repeatability, or resolution necessary for altitude determination. Using the fluorescence signal instead of the Rayleigh scattered signal will remove the sensitivity to the presence of particles in the probe volume. The zero point on the vertical scale of Fig. 16 represents the mean value of the displayed parameters over the span of time displayed in the figure.

The data shown in Fig. 17 represent more of a challenge in the measurement of temperature. Definite trends are illustrated in the data, however, a more solid relationship must be established.
between temperature and the fluorescence–Rayleigh ratio before it can be considered a serious contender for flight temperature measurement. In all fairness, the test used a broadband excitation source and collected signals across a broad fluorescence bandwidth. Imbedded in these broad bands are many molecular interactions and the results from these tests are the accumulated responses of many processes. Laser excitation allows selection of only those processes known to be highly correlated with temperature measurement. As with Fig. 16, the zero point on the vertical scale of Fig. 17 represents the mean value of the displayed parameters over the span of time displayed in the figure.
The conclusions from the fluorescence and Rayleigh scatter sensor testing are as follows:

1. A nonintrusive ambient condition measurement system has been demonstrated on a high-performance aircraft in flight to an altitude of 15,200 m.

2. Potential has been shown for measuring static density and temperature, however, substantial improvement in the performance is needed to make the technique suitable for widespread use. Major improvements in the accuracy, repeatability, and resolution of the density measurement will be necessary.

RADIOMETRIC TEMPERATURE SENSOR

RADIOMETRIC TEMPERATURE SENSOR

FLIGHT TESTS A radiometric temperature measurement concept using the background radiation from the 4.255-μm band of atmospheric carbon dioxide allows ambient temperature to be determined nonintrusively. Figure 18 illustrates the radiometric temperature measurement concept. Narrow band radiation from the atmosphere is compared with black body radiation in the same band and a temperature feedback loop is used to match the black body radiation intensity to the atmospheric intensity. When a match is achieved, the temperature of the black body is equivalent to the temperature of the region of the atmosphere within

![Fig. 18 Radiometric temperature measurement concept.](image-url)
RADIOMETRIC TEMPERATURE SENSOR DESCRIPTION

The radiometric temperature sensor measures the spectral radiance of a narrow band of CO₂ to determine the corresponding temperature of the emitting gas. Because of its strong emitter-absorber characteristics, the 4.255-μm wavelength was selected where CO₂ experiences several molecular vibrational–rotational transitions. The average temperature of a column extending about 10 m (the optical depth) from the aircraft is the output from the sensor. Measurements obtained this way have several advantages; (1) unlike immersion sensors, the sensor does not disturb the air temperature, (2) no thermal relaxation time limits the frequency response, and (3) the presence of clouds does not strongly affect the reading because spectral lines of water do not overlap the CO₂ line. The sensor occupied about 0.085 m³. Data updates were provided at an equivalent rate of 25 per second.

RADIOMETRIC SENSOR PERFORMANCE AND CONCLUSIONS

Because the radiometric sensor and the reverse flow sensor use two different sensing techniques, matching results provides strong evidence that both techniques are valid. However, different time response characteristics make it important to filter the results properly to assure that it is really steady-state information that is being compared. Figure 19 illustrates the high correlation between the radiometric temperature sensor and the reference sensor.

The conclusions from the radiometric temperature sensor testing are quoted as follows:⁹

1. The radiometric sensor agrees with immersion sensors in clear air to within the estimated 1 – σ accuracy of those sensors (0.3 °C).

2. The radiometric sensor measures temperature more accurately in clouds than the immersion sensors. There is clear evidence that the wetting of the immersion sensors at temperatures above freezing causes evaporation and an erroneously low reading.

3. On occasion there are some apparent airspeed expansion effects that cause the radiometric sensor to measure temperatures too low by up to 0.8 °C. These effects are thought to be the result of accelerated airflow around the aircraft fuselage. Although this temperature error is larger than the error band cited previously in (1) it was only infrequently observed and was averaged with other measurements with much higher accuracy.

Fig. 19 Correlation of flight temperature data from radiometric and conventional sensors.
GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

Based on the in-flight performance of the optical airdata measurement techniques reviewed, it is possible to draw the following general conclusions:

1. Optical sensors show potential in current form for specialized applications such as airspeed calibration or reliable temperature measurement in clouds.

2. Optical airdata can obtain free-stream measurements not available with existing methods.

FUTURE DIRECTION

ATMOSPHERIC CHARACTERIZATION The optical velocity measurement techniques described rely on the presence of naturally occurring particulates for operation. The present knowledge of this atmospheric particulate environment is insufficient to provide clear guidelines for optimal selection of laser wavelength and for pulse power or energy requirements. Particulate information at high spatial and temporal resolutions is needed to select the most effective system parameters.

TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS Laser technology is the most pressing issue in bringing optical airdata sensing techniques into a practical state of operation. Improvements are needed in the power output and efficiency of small lasers that can be realistically packaged into flight avionic systems. Additional work is needed to provide the proper pulse characteristics for pulsed laser systems.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Optical techniques for measuring airdata parameters have been demonstrated in flight. These systems can measure the airspeed vector nonintrusively from the free-stream. Today's requirements for measuring airdata at high angle of attack, and tomorrow's need for measuring the same information at hypersonic flight conditions place unacceptable strains on existing techniques and clearly show that these new concepts should be evaluated for potential application in future programs. Other optical concepts for measuring freestream static temperature and density have also been demonstrated in flight. Optical technology advances show promise for making the common use of many of these optical concepts a reality in the future.

NOMENCLATURE

- \(d\) distance between sheet pairs, mm
- \(FADS\) flush airdata sensor
- \(K\) Doppler system scale factor (2 x wavelength), m
- \(NCAR\) National Center for Atmospheric Research, Boulder, CO
- \(Ps\) airdata boom static pressure, Pa
- \(Pt\) airdata boom total pressure, Pa
- \(V_{u,v,w}\) Doppler measured airspeed corresponding to x, y, z body axis referenced airspeed components, m/sec
- \(V_s\) sheet-pair measured airspeed, m/sec
- \(V_T\) total Doppler derived airspeed, m/sec
- \(\alpha\) angle of attack, deg
- \(\beta\) angle of sideslip, deg
- \(\Delta f\) Doppler frequency shift, Hz
- \(\Delta t\) time-of-flight for sheet-pairs system, sec
- \(\mu_m\) micron (10^{-6} meters)
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Optical techniques for measuring airdata parameters have been demonstrated with promising results on high-performance fighter aircraft. These systems can measure the airspeed vector, and some are not as dependent on special in-flight calibration processes as current systems. Optical concepts for measuring freestream static temperature and density are feasible for in-flight applications. The best feature of these concepts is that the airdata measurements are obtained nonintrusively, and for the most part well into the freestream region of the flow field about the aircraft. Current requirements for measuring airdata at high angle of attack, and future need to measure the same information at hypersonic flight conditions place strains on existing techniques. Optical technology advances show outstanding potential for application in future programs and promise to make common use of optical concepts a reality. This paper summarizes results from several flight-test programs and identifies the technology advances required to make optical airdata techniques practical.